
Wire-frame For Module/Widget Download Page 

Hello  Philipp , as you told me to draw my idea on wire-frames, here it is but ideally it is not 
a wire-frame because I am trying to compare two designs . I am marking new suggested 
ideas with RED circles. I am excluding Footer from wire-frames (because i think our task is 
to improve main content area). I

So here how Module download page looks like now .



Now I am suggesting few new fields in search form area and two new section in main 
content area.

(1)Module categories : .A list of predefined categories .

(2) Sort By : most installed, most popular. (its already there but we can add some more 



options)

(3)Status : Stable, beta .

(4)Random new modules : some random latest modules

(5)Recently Updated  .

Currently particular module page looks like this one, I am trying to show the difference with 

Solr module page . So I can put data about module in wire-frame .      

Note : I am removing “Latest Trunk Build” section because I think it contains almost same 
data as it is in “Latest release”  Section .



This is what in my mind  ---

(1) Ranking for Each module : 1-5 Start ranking system with number of votes .we can 



also use this for shorting on main search page.

(2)Subversion access : As I excluded “Latest Trunk Build” section so in this part I am 
providing link to subversions.

(3)Issues related to Module : I think this will help developers to easily assess the module 
issues and bugs .

(4)Project information : some brief and important information about this module project.

(5)Dependencies : So user can get to know easily that what other modules he needs to 
run this module .

PS. I am not a design guy so with my very little past experience of wire-framing I can't do 
better than this  :)   


